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The corona charging technique is widely utilized in commercial Si/SiO2 semiconductor device
reliability characterization tools and has been used in numerous electron spin resonance(ESR)
experiments, by several groups to study defect centers in Si/SiO2 system. A recent ESR study
argued that the corona charging approaches are inherently unreliable and invasive. In this work we
show that this is not the case. We find that low-field corona biasing is essentially noninvasive and
thus can be utilized in both reliability characterization and fundamental studies of defect
structures. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1789576]

Comparatively low-field corona biasing is an essential
part of several widely utilized commercial device reliability
characterization tools. Examples include the Quantox sys-
tems of KLA-Tencor1 and the Corona Oxide Characteriza-
tion of Semiconductor(COCOS) technology of Semiconduc-
tor Diagnostics.2 In several early studies involving electron
spin resonance(ESR),3–7 low-field corona biasing was uti-
lized to manipulate the position of the Fermi energy at the
Si/SiO2 boundary, providing information about the density
of states of Si/SiO2 interface trapping centers. In all of these
cases, the validity of the measurements requires that little or
no relevant damage occurs to the Si/SiO2 system as a result
of the biasing. Other early ESR studies,8,9 utilizing quite high
field corona bias, demonstrated that high oxide field corona
biasing can clearly generate both large densities of Si/SiO2
interface and oxide paramagnetic centers.

Recently, Stesmans and Afanas’ev10 have argued that co-
rona charging techniques are “inherently unreliable” and
that, when applied to thin oxides on silicon, the technique is
invasive and “intolerably modifies the inherent properties of
the entity studied, leaving it quite disrupted in terms of
(ESR-active) defects.” They argued that earlier ESR studies
done at low-field3–7,11 and the commercial device character-
ization tools are unreliable.

In our study, we compare the response of oxide films to
both high and somewhat lower field corona bias for both
thick and thin film samples. Our results demonstrate quite
clearly that distinctions must be made between low- and
high-field corona charging. We find that low-field corona
charging appears to be relatively harmless, whereas high-
field corona-charging, as earlier studies8,9 have also shown,
is quite damaging. Our results clearly support both the use-
fulness of the corona biasing reliability tools and the validity
of earlier low-field corona ESR studies.

Our measurements utilized 75 and 634 Å SiO2 films
thermally grown in dry oxygen on relatively high
s350–500V cmd resistivity n-type silicon substrates with
(111) surface orientation. The(111) orientation was chosen
to simplify the ESR analysis. All wafers received a postdepo-
sition anneal in forming gassN2/H2d at 400 °C for 30 min
and were cleaned using a standard SC1/SC2/HF process

prior to oxidation. Room temperature magnetic resonance
measurements were made atX band with a commercial state-
of-the-art ESR spectrometer(Bruker Instruments) using a
TE104 double cavity and a weak pitch spin standard. Corona
biasing followed the scheme described by Weinberget al.12

Low-field oxide bias was measured using a Kelvin probe. We
subjected devices to up to 20 h of corona biasing at various
oxide potentials, periodically making ESR measurements of
the oxide/silicon structures. The oxides were stressed with
the Si surface(n-type) in accumulation.

Figure 1 illustrates ESR traces taken on the thick
s634 Åd oxides subjected to either high-fields+7 MV/cmd
or lower-field s+4 MV/cmd corona biasing(a trace of an
unstressed sample has been included for reference). The
high-field stressed sample exhibited large numberss<4.5
31011/cm2d of Pb andE8 centers. In the samples subjected
to equal periods of lower field corona biasing, we observed
near negligible(,331010/cm2, about our sensitivity limit in
this study) numbers of paramagnetic centers. The low-field
stressing defect density is, within experimental error, the
same as that of the unstressed sample. In Fig. 2, we plot the
change inPb densitysDPbd as a function of corona biasing
time for both high and lower values of corona bias on the
thick oxides.

In stressing thins75 Åd oxides we selected +6.5 MV/cm
for our high-field and +4 MV/cm as well as +1 MV/cm for
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FIG. 1. Pre- and post-corona bias ESR trace on thicks634 Åd oxides with
unstressed trace as reference. The slight asymmetry in the high-field trace is
due to weak generation ofE8 centers.
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our low-field corona biasing. As was the case for thicker
oxides, the high-field stressed sample exhibited generation of
very large densitiess<2.131012/cm2d of Pb andE8 centers
whereas the low-field stressed samples showed negligible
generation of centers(pre- and post-stressed samples both
exhibited<231011 spins/cm2). Figure 3 depicts the change
in Pb density in thin samples as a function of stressing time.
Note that the oscillatory pattern is not experimental error and
indicates competition between thePb andE8 centers. This is
consistent with the model proposed by Lenahan and
Conley,13–16 which involves the minimization of Gibbs free
energy of two systems of silicon dangling bonds with hydro-
gen passivation. The creation of oxide silicon dangling bond
defects,E8 centers, unpassivated by hydrogen, in the pres-
ence of a high density of Si/SiO2 interface silicon dangling
bonds, passivated by hydrogen, creates a situation in which
the system’s Gibbs free energy may be lowered by transfer-
ring hydrogen from one type of site(hydrogen passivatedPb
centers) to another(unpassivated oxideE8 centers).13–16 De-
pending upon the balance between the passivatedE8 andPb
centers, the reaction may be driven either way, toward more
passivatedPb centers or more passivatedE8 centers.13–16

Additional wider magnetic field ESR scans of our high
field s6.5 MV/cmd thin oxide(not shown) also indicate sev-
eral defect centers including the generation ofE8, Pb, and
possibly the nonbridging oxygen defect.

Our results clearly demonstrate that, whereas the higher
field corona biass6.5 MV/cmd generates large numbers of

defects, the somewhat lower field corona biasing
sø4 MV/cmd provides a relatively noninvasive means of
applying oxide bias. The results strongly indicate that the
much lower corona fieldssø2 MV/cmd utilized in reliability
tools and in the earlier low-field corona biasing ESR
studies3–7,11 had no damaging effect. More precisely, with
sensitivity threshold of about 331010 paramagnetic
defects/cm2, we observe no defect generation in samples
stressed at low-field corona bias. Since this baseline is below
the sensitivity limit of the earlier low-field corona biasing
ESR studies3–7 and the same order of magnitude as the defect
density level in device quality interfaces, we conclude that
little or no relevantdamage occurs to the Si/SiO2 system as
a result of this low-field corona biasing.(It should probably
be noted that our results may or may not be relevant toex-
tremely thin oxides since our investigation involved oxides
no thinner than 75 Å).

Additionally we find that the overall response to corona
bias is essentially the same in both our thick and thin oxides:
high fields are damaging and low fields are not. Our results
also support earlier studies8,9 which showed that high electric
fields generated by corona ions are similar to high electric
fields generated by more conventional means, in that both
damage the oxides. In fact, as earlier studies have argued,8,9

high-field stressing via corona biasing may be at least very
roughly equivalent to high-field stressing via conventional
gate biasing. However, at lower fields, corona biasing, as
conventional biasing causes negligible damage. Thus a dis-
tinction must be made between high- and low-field corona
biasing.

We find that whereas high-field corona bias induces large
densities of paramagnetic centers, lower-field corona biasing
generates virtually none. Our results thus support the validity
of the earlier low-field corona bias work. Our results also
indicate that commercial oxide characterization tools based
on the corona principle are not compromised by shortcom-
ings inherent in the technique. We find that corona biasing,
as does conventional gate biasing, causes negligible damage
at low fields, but generates numerous defects at high fields.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of highs+7 MV/cmd and lowers+4 MV/cmd corona
biasing time vs defect generation on thicks634 Åd oxides. Note: near neg-
ligible Pb center generation occurs in the lower corona bias samples.

FIG. 3. Comparison of highs+6.5 MV/cmd, low s+4 MV/cmd, and very
low s+1 MV/cmd corona biasing time vs defect generation on thins75 Åd
oxides. Note that as mentioned in the text, the oscillating behavior is almost
certainly not experimental error, but the result of a competition between the
Pb andE8 sites for hydrogen.
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